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The Furstenberg-Tzkoni formula [ 51 (see also [ 10, 13, p. 2491) states 
that the volume V(E) of a centered (at the origin) ellipsoid E in IV is given 
by 
V(E)“-‘= =QJ;-’ 
s C Vi(En 5)/wil” & [O<i<n], Gr(n, i) 
where Vi denotes i-dimensional volume and the integration is over the 
Grassmann manifold of j-dimensional subspaces of IV’, with respect to the 
usual rotation invariant probability measure on Gr(n, i). In [S], a dual of 




where E I< is the (image of the) orthogonal projection of E onto 5. Note 
that in the dual Furstenberg-Tzkoni formula E need not be centered, since 
both sides are invariant under translations of E. 
In this note our interest will be in the hyperplane case of the Fursten- 
berg-Tzkoni formula (which, as Guggenheimer [7] notes, is due to 




u(En L)” du, (1) 
and the hyperplane case of the dual Furstenberg-Tzkoni formula (which is 
also due to Petty [12]), 
1 
-1 
u(El t,)-” du cl*) 
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ELLIPSOID FORMULAS 19 
In both (1) and (l*), 5, denotes the (n - 1 )-dimensional subspace of R” 
that is orthogonal to u E S”- ‘, v is used in place of V,- r, and du denotes 
the area element of S”-’ whose outer unit normal is U. 
In [7] Guggenheimer presented a companion to ( 1 ), which involves the 
surface area of E, S(E): If E is a centered ellipsoid, then 
n-1 
V(E)“-‘S(E) = k J u( E n tu)“+ I du. 
0 n-, .Y-’ 
This note will establish a dual of Guggenheimer’s formula (2) 
n+l 
V(E)n W(E)-’ =s u(El&,-‘“+“du @*I 
n-l 
where W(E) denotes the mean width of E. Here, as in all the dual formulas, 
E need not be centered. 
It will also be shown that, in addition to Guggenheimer’s formula, there 
is another companion to the hyperplane Furstenberg-Tzkoni formula (1): 
If E is a centered ellipsoid, then 
The dual of this formula is the well-known Cauchy projection formula 
(see Cll) 
S(E)=+ u(El L) duiu, (3*) 
w  n-, s-1 
which is valid not only for ellipsoids but for arbitrary convex bodies. 
It will be shown that (1) (2), and (3) are special cases of a general 
formula: 
THEOREM. Zf E, F are centered ellipsoids in R”, then 
w II - 2 
n 
s w:-1 .Y-’ 
o(En<,)"+' u(Fn[,)-‘du= “yii ’ [ hF(u)du. (4) 
iiE 
Here h,(u) = Max{x . u: x E F} is the support function of F, and du 
denotes the area element of 8E whose unit outer normal is u. 
The hyperplane Furstenberg-Tzkoni formula (1) is the special case of (4) 
where E = F. Guggenheimer’s formula (2) is the special case of (4) where 
F = B, the unit ball. Formula (3) is the special case of (4) where E = B. 
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The following dual to the general formula (4) will also be proven: If E, 
F are ellipsoids in R”, then 
4-l 
-I co; p-1 
u(Ej c&,-‘“+” v(FI t,) du= V(E)-” il,lh,(u) du. (4*) 
In fact, it will be shown that (4*) will hold if F is an arbitrary convex body. 
By taking E = F in (4*), Petty’s formula (l*) is obtained. If F= B, then 
(4*) becomes (2*), the promised dual of Guggenheimer’s formula. When 
E= B, (4*) reduces to Cauchy’s formula (3*). 
During a discussion concerning some inequalities from [6], Professor 
Eric Grinberg suggested to the author that formulas (1) and (2) were 
probably special cases of some general ellipsoid formula. The author 
thanks Professor Grinberg for many helpful and stimulating conversations 
on the topic of this note. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let X” denote the set of convex bodies (compact convex subsets with 
non-empty interiors) in R”. For the set of convex bodies which contain the 
origin in their interiors write X0”. Let y?O” denote the set of star bodies 
about the origin. 
Associated with KE X” is its support functions h,: IR” --t R defined by 
hK(x) = Max{x . y: y E K}, 
where x. y denotes the usual inner product of x and y in R”. If KEYES, 
then the radial function pK: R”\(O) + (0, co) of K is defined by 
p,(x)=Max{1>O:Ax~K}. 
Obviously, h, is homogeneous of degree 1, while pK is homogeneous of 
degree - 1. From the definitions of the support and radial functions, it 
follows that for the body AK = {Ix: x E K}, where A> 0, 
h,, = Ah, and Pi.K = @K. (1.1) 
For ti~GL(n), write d’, &‘, $-’ for the transpose, inverse, and the 
inverse of the transpose of q5. From the definitions of support and radial 
function one sees that for ~ESL(~) 
hg&) = h,A4’x), while Pq5K(X)=PK(61X). (1.2) 
The polar body K* of KE X0” can be defined by either 
pKe = l/h,, or h,. = l/p,. (1.3) 
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It is easy to see that for L>O, 
(AK)* = I-‘K*. 




The projection body Z7K of KG Xx” can be defined by (see [ 141) 
h,,(4=WM,~=;jrh Iu.u’I du’, (I.61 
for UES’-‘. The intersection body ZK of KE ,q is defined by 
P,~u) = u(Kn L), (1.7) 
for UES~-‘. For the bodies (ITK)* and (ZK)* write Ii’*K and Z*K. 
Obviously, for ,I > 0, 
IlA K = I” -- ’ IlK, and IAK=A”-‘IK. (1.8) 
For K, L E X”, the mixed volume V, (K, L) can be defined (see [I 11) by 
(1.9) 
An immediate consequence of (1.6) and (1.9) is that 
V,(K, IZL) = Vl(L, l7K). (1.10) 
For K, L E Yen, the dual mixed volume BP ,(K, L) can be defined (see 
L-31) by 
p~,(YL)=~~~“~,~w(u)“+‘y,~(u) ‘d . (1.11) 
Note that 
v,(K, K) = W), and v ,(K, K)= V(K). 
Obviously, from (1.1 ), it follows that for A, p > 0, 
V,(lK, pL) = l”-‘pVv,(K, L) and 8..,(lK, pL) =l”+‘p-‘v.. ,(K, L). 
(1.12) 
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2. TRANSFORMATION RULES 
We shall make use of the fact that for 4 E SL(n), 
For mixed volumes this can be found in [ 11, and for dual mixed volumes 
in [9]. 
For KE X0”, and 4 E SL(n), 
(&)* = #-I,*. (2.2) 
This is an immediate consequence of (1.2) and (1.3). 
The projection operator interacts with members of SL(n) in the same 
way as the polar operator: For KG X”, and C$ E SL(n), 
Z@K = qi - ‘ZZK. (2.3) 
This result is due to Petty [ 111. Alternative proofs can be found in 
Bourgain and Lindenstrauss [12) and in [9]. 
As expected the intersection operator interacts with members of SL(n) in 
the same manner: 
PROPOSITION. If KE Yofl, and qi E SL(n), then 
Zq6K = c,b - ‘ZK. (2.4) 
To prove (2.4) a bit more notation needs to be introduced. For x E R”, 
let 1x1 =J- x.x,andifx#Olet (x)=x/1x(, and.?={lx:O<,I<l}. 
Since x.u=O iff 4x.4-%=0, it follows that for UES”-‘, 
We shall also make use of the fact that for d c <,, 
u((bA) = I$b-241 u(A). (2.6) 
This is easily verified by first noting that for fixed u E S”- r, the magnifica- 
tion factor m(u) = u($d)/u(d) is independent of d. To determine m(u) take 
A to be an ((n - l)-dimensional) unit cube in r,. Since 4 E SL(n) preserves 
(n-dimensional) volume, the volumes of the (n-dimensional) unit cube 
A + U and the parallelotope cjA +&U must be equal. But the parallelotope 
has a base of area ((n - 1)-dimensional volume) m(u) u(A) =m(u), and 
height (over that base) equal to &I. (#-‘u). Hence, I =m(u) 4~. ($-‘u), 
which gives (2.6). 
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Suppose u E S” - ‘. To prove (2.4) use (2.5), (2.6), and (1.2): 
~~&4 = u(@n 5,) 
= 49HKn d-‘t,)) 
= u(dWn t,,h,)) 
= W’(4’u)l u(Kn 5<bbj) 
= Id’4 -l P,K((dlU)) 
= PIK(41U) 
= P~-‘IK(U). 
This completes the proof of the proposition. 
From the transformation rules for polar, projection, and intersection 
bodies (and (1.4) and (1.5)), it follows that for a centered ellipsoid E with 
V(E) = a,, 
IE=co,-~E*, IE*=w,p,E, and Z*E=o;:,E, (2.7) 
and also 
IIE=w,-,E*, IIE*=w,_,E, and IPE=o,&E. (2.8) 
To see this just write E = dB, for 4 E SL(n), and note that 
IB=o,-,B*=IIB. 
3. MIXED VOLUMESOF ELLIPSOIDS 
The following lemma will be needed: 
LEMMA. If E, F are centered ellipsoids such that V(E) = w, = V(F), then 
vp,(E*, F*) = V,(E, F) and Fe ,E F) = V,(f’, El, (3.1) 
while 
V,(E*, F*)= V,(F, E) and i? ,(E*, F*) = Pm ,(F, E). (3.2) 
Clearly it is suficient to prove the first halves of (3.1) and (3.2). Let 
4 E SL(n) be such that #B= E. By (2.2), &‘B= E*. 
From (1.9), (1.1 l), and (1.3), it follows that for Q E X0”, 
t? ,(& Q*, = V,(& Q,. 
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Take d-'F for Q, use (2.2), and (2.1), and get 
P-,(B, (d-‘F)*)= V,(B, $-‘F) 
Pp,(B,d'F*)= V,(@,F) 
8-,(qc-'B,F*)= V,(E,F). 
This proves the first half of (3.1). 
The first half of (3.2) follows from (1.12), (2.8), and (1.10): 
o,-~V'~(E*,F*)= V,(E*,ZZF)= V,(F,17E*)=w,_,V,(F,EE). 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 
Suppose E, F are centered ellipsoids such that V(E) = o,, = V(F). From 
(2.7), (3.1), and (1.12), it follows that 
0 ,-r, Be,(ZE, IF)= V,(E, F). (4.1) 
For arbitrary centered ellipsoids E, F, let 
E,,=AE and Fo = PI;; 
where 
A"=o,/V(E) and p"=o,/V(F). 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
Apply (4.1) to E, and F,, use (1.8) and (1.12), and the result is 
w  --n n-1 ;2ncn-1)p-n8-1(ZE, ZF)= V,(E, F), 
or, equivalently, 
w?l "-28_,(ZE,ZF)=w::_,V(E)"~1V(F)-1V,(E,F). (4.4) 
A quick glance at definitions (l.ll), (1.9), and (1.7) shows that (4.4) is the 
identity (4) of the Theorem. 
5. PROOF OF DUAL FORMULA 
Suppose KE X”, and E is a centered ellipsoid such that V(E) = 0,. Let 
4 E SL(n) be such that @ = E. 
As noted previously for arbitrary QEX~~, B-,(B*, Q*) = V,(B, Q). 
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Take ZZL for Q, use (1.12), (l.lO), and again (1.12), and get 
co",:; 8-,(n*B,z7*L)= V,(B,UL)= V,(L,m?)=o,_ ,V,(L,B). 
Take 4-'K for L, use the transformation rules (2.2) and (2.3), and 
conklude that 
4-I l?,(Z7*B,&'IZ*K)= I',(4 'K,B). 
To this apply (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3), and obtain 
4: - 1 i?,(Z7*qSB,Z7*K)= V,(K,qB). 
Hence, 
Cl P_,(Z7*E,Z7*K)= V,(K,E). (5.1) 
If E is an arbitrary centered ellipsoid, define E, by (4.2) and (4.3), apply 
(5.1) to E,, use (1.8), (1.41, and (1.12), and the result is 
N-1 V(E)"~~,(n*E,n*K)=w::v,(K,E). (5.2) 
From definitions (l.ll), (1.9), (1.3), and (1.6), one sees that (5.2) and 
(4*) are the same. 
Note that in formula (4*), E and F need not be centered, since both 
sides of (4*) are invariant under translations of E and F. 
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